
Character Based Accountability

The conversations and impressions you make in every
interaction play a part in the relationships you build.
Allowing your daily actions to build trust within yourself
that transcends your perspective about yourself.

Consistent Based Accountability
Learn how to continue simplifying the difficulties we all
face in life by providing practical solutions and methods.
Begin to be aware of negative or deceiving habits that are
not serving you.
Start adapting to the environment and situations around
you that continue to confine you from what you really
want to accomplish.

Discipline Based Accountability
Build proactive disciplines that enforce change to build the
life you want to live, not a life you’re just “putting up with. “
Develop a new and improved lifestyle structured around
the things you value, love, and respect.
Start working towards accomplishing more of your goals
and aspirations as you gain control and mastery in your
everyday continuum.

Position Based Accountability
Learn ideals that put you in a great position to limit the
excuses you make on a day to day basis.
Train your inner warrior to a place where you run a check
and balance system on yourself and decisions.
Become a consistent force to be reckoned with as you
learn more about yourself and what you may need to give
up in order to grow and elevate.

Learn what Mbouge has shown
hundreds of people how to implement.
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MBOUGE PERFORMS AT THE
SCHOTTENSTEIN CENTER [OH]

Overcome feelings and thoughts of self doubt and create
sustainable habits and mentalities that contribute to
everyday success.

























Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

Signature Programs

Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple
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Keynote given at Buehring IDOL

Keynote given at Wealthy Made Investments

Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

Professional Biography

Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple

Randy Mbouge is an inspiring international professional speaker. 
Recognized for his consistency and dedication to his craft. His 
audience sees him as motivating through and through for all that 
he has done for the number of audiences he has spoken to. 
Providing practical ideas and concepts people can take action on 
immediately.

Randy is the author of “ The HAC Method '' which emphasizes for
kids and young adults to make progressive decisions and take 
action to create a life you are proud of. His next project for book 
number two is currently being worked on.

Since 2016, Randy has been able to motivate his peers, military
members, and has spoken internationally all in the matter of a 
few years. All of his efforts have compounded into the speaker 
he is now.

Randy has built his foundation with clients through the charisma 
he brings to every event. The energy he conveys is one of a kind 
and it will only get better. His actions continue to pave the way to 
greater success for the next generation.

Mbouge ensures that the methods he gives actually are thought-
ful, implementable, and constructive. The word is how “Practical” 
it is to the audience being spoken to.

In 2018 Randy was chosen to be the class representative for one 
of the valedictorian speeches. Within that same year earned the 
“Leader of The Cycle” for his graduating basic training class. On 
his tour to Kuwait he was also interviewed as the “ Soldier of the 
Month” for the 7-158th GSAB.

Amazing companies and Nonprofit organizations like Wealthy 
Made Investments and The Goretti Show Invest into his brand 
and lessons. 

He continues to create content and do interviews on the “Beyond
Mbouge” podcast. That is to include every other social media
platform where content is uploaded daily.



During this program you will be able to assess the poor
habits that keep you confined to the mental limitations
we place on ourselves. Within these sessions you will
also learn strategies and techniques that will lead you
to more confidence and focus within your life, a new
level of discipline,and dedication that actually creates
fruitful and long lasting results. 

After this program, you will be able to:

Keep your head held high because the tools in
your tool box keeps you confident, certain, and
powerful.
Categorize certain people in your life because
they aren’t aligning with your mission in life
Develop clarity in your life to a point where
distractions do not deter you from your goals,
ambitions, and ultimate desires

Audience:  College & University Market, or Corporate
& Association Market. Youth based market

Program Length:

Customized to be 60 Minutes ( keynote/breakout), to
half-day, full-day, and 2-day workshop. 
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Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

The person you are becoming is built strongly on
the things that improve who you are and what
you are choosing to accomplish in your life









Character Based
Accountability

Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple

Receiving a SHARP Ambassador 
Award from COL. Hill
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Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

Audience:   College & University Market, or Corporate
& Association Market. Youth based market

Program Length:
Customized to be 60 Minutes ( keynote/breakout), to

half-day, full-day, and 2-day workshop. 

Consistent Based
Accountability

You will dive into the distractions that hold people
back from becoming all that they can be. While being
able to cut off “ time wasters” you will have proven
steps on how you can snap back into your
continuously evolving self. In this session you will
learn how to disseminate what actions you’re taking
solely for “Mental Masterbation” and what will
actually breed consistent results. The people you
surround yourself with will be shook by your new
outlook and performance in your life

After this program, you will be able to:

Become a force to be reckoned with as you
take productive and elaborate principles to build
a foundation worth standing on.
Differentiate between actually being productive
and just staying busy to then be more in line
with the milestones you plan on accomplishing.

Proven tactics to assess the people that hang
around you. Are they bettering you or keeping
you complacent?

Execute on your desires whether the day was
easy going or tough. Taking small, purposeful
actions to accomplish bigger and better goals.









Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple



This fundamental and intricate program will help you
build a new and improved mental fortitude for you to
continue progressing no matter what. Your setbacks and
or failures will be your reason for not pursuing what it is
that you desire. You will learn how to attack them head
on. In this session you will learn what makes you tick and
what you ultimately desire as you work on yourself, your
thoughts, and beliefs. A new level of introspection to
continue pursuing what you want out of life. Build your
own playbook to overcome doubt, laziness, and fear as
you make progress to where you want to go in life, and
after inquisitive presentation.

After this program, you will be able to:

Build wholesome schedules around the bigger
mission you have for yourself, as you increase
productivity time and time again.
Be one of the most disciplined people in your
group of friends, family, and acquaintances.
Conquer the fears we allow to stay in our lives
for absolutely too long.
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Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

Audience:   College & University Market, or Corporate
& Association Market. Youth based market

Program Length:
Customized to be 60 Minutes ( keynote/breakout), to

half-day, full-day, and 2-day workshop. 

Create and enforce a new set of standards
within your life that continue to keep you
focused, determined, and hungry for more
than you’re currently getting.









Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple

Discipline Based
Accountability.



After this program, you will be able to:
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Leadership Accountability
That Breaks Limitations

Audience:   College & University Market, or Corporate
& Association Market. Youth based market

Program Length:
Customized to be 60 Minutes ( keynote/breakout), to

half-day, full-day, and 2-day workshop. 







Position Based
Accountability

This is an aggressive program structured to help young
adults reach a higher level of self enlightenment and
perspective. Throughout the duration of this presentation
we focus on digging deep and being honest about
ourselves and our ambitions. Within the session the main
focus will be building a blueprint to structure passion and
dreams to actually make them attainable. With relentless
guidance for you to grow past your breaking points in life.
Create clarity in your life, relationships, and visions that
you can be proud of. Not fearing change and the things in
life that are uncomfortable. We dive into that feeling and
conquer that side of ourselves.

 Be your own master as you ascend past mind
made limitations in your life.

You will be able to create a multitude of
breakthroughs in your lifestyle that take your
progress to a place you’re happy with.
Know why you must continue to stay disciplined
and accountable on a daily basis, to the point
where other people will notice a difference in the
way you act, talk, and execute.

Decipher how to set yourself apart from others by
your actions, beliefs, and thoughts.

Interview with Camp Buehring
Base Commander LTC MOSS

Randy Mbouge is CEO
of Accountability Made Simple



Randy Mbouge's
Workshops, Social Media Content, and Keynotes

-- SSG SUMMER STYLES
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Raving Reviews

I see good advice and insight you've taken on at such a young age. that in itself motivates me and makes me 
want to instill those qualities into my child. I see people really listen to your words and I hear the hope and 
optimism that they are more than words for you and know in the future you will have so many new words of 

wisdom through your own experiences and look forward to seeing that.

Anyone can hear how passionate SPC Mbouge is when he speaks at any event. He ismotivated, professional,
and genuine in all his seminars. SPC Mbouge is a positive influencer and I am a witness on how deeply he has

and will keep inspiring people. 
- SGT. Lozano, BA in Elementary education

" Listening to Randy speak you can clearly tell he’s a passionate individual that truly believes the words that
he’s preaching. He can clearly articulate his message, all you need to do is open your mind and ears and he’ll

deliver. " -- SFC Wagner (U.S. ARMY)

Randy speaks with passion and conviction. Is presence is felt through his words andconfidence. 
- 1LT Brian, Oh

My name is Staff Sergeant Erwin Evans. I was Specialist Randy Mbouge's direct supervisor. His sole mission
while deployed to Camp Buehring, Kuwait was a culinary arts specialist but he also had a top secret mission.
That mission was to help others and inspire others by demonstrating direction, purpose and motivation to the 

highest level every single day with no days off.. Randy has consistently scheduled counseling sessions as
well as public speaking events internationally in person overseas and via zoom (FaceTime) to influence others
that during hard times you are in control of your life. I have seen him help people, even myself identify goals,

dreams, and purpose. Thousands of miles away from home his message has given people the nutritional
information that even in a deployed environment you can still conduct self improvement no matter the

circumstances. No excuses, only results. - SSG. EVANS

As far as hearing you speak, I know that you are evolutionary & are most definitely a game-changer! You’ve 
always provided pertinent to the topics discussed such as motivation speaking, fitness, financial literacy, real 
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with seeing various ways to help yourself & others around you to achieve the goals set. So Idefinitely applaud 
you, King, & encourage you to continue to positively progress while running this marathon called Life!

- Micheal James ( CEO of PodRx ) - US ARMY Service Member

        
- SSG. Summer Styles



SGT Lepaga, (SOTS) STAFF and OPERATIONS TRAINING SPECIALIST

2 words: Bible Study

Thank you for the many lessons, the many conversations, and for altering my perspective in the many
impactful ways you’ve done. -Phlex ( Christopher Jones )

Randy Mbouge's
Workshops, Social Media Content, and Keynotes
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Raving Reviews

Listening to you speak on behalf of us SMs ( Service Members ) but especially for the younger lower enlisted 
really shined light on the fact that as you progress through your army career people tend to forget who they 
were before they became an NCO or Officer. You bring back the grace we once had before all the promotions. 
Your site or vision to be resilient through the storms helped with little battles that could've one day become a 
bigger issue for those that mastered the bounce back method. Your speech "stay the course" mattered to me 

because I had old demons that used to pull me down and attempted to climb out of their graves.

I would say listening to you speak is definitely a humbling experience. The things that you talk about 
reflect well when it comes to accountability, and makes a person realize what they need to do for 

themselves. I honestly used your speeches as a “pick me up”. I’m in such a motivated space in life, and 
honestly I’m genuinely happy with how far I’ve come in just a few months. I needed the 

push that you gave.

- Elantrah, Davis ( Bachelors in Criminal Justice Law-Enforcement with emphasis on Corrections. Minor in
Communications. ) --  Lieutenant of Texas Department of Criminal Justice. 

- Elantrah, Davis ( Bachelors in Criminal Justice Law-Enforcement with emphasis on 
Corrections.

Minor in Communications. ) -- Lieutenant of Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

The objective of Bible study is to not only teach the targeted audience on the teachings but to also keep
the audience mentally engaged on a week by week basis in order to maintain the consistent amount of

knowledge being taught and applied to everyday life in order to train the mental to be more resilientwhen
faced with adverse situations. Randy’s classes and seminars align with the exact same qualities bringing
out a very similar effect. His classes are open format and enjoy feedback from the audience showing that

although he is knowledgeable on a certain subject he is always open to learning a new perspective and
will pause the class just to take a quick note on what you said. It keeps the audience engaged and shows

that he values not only their time but what they have to bring to the table.
Very few speakers or seminars will have this effect. Randy brings excitement and energy to every class or

speech no matter what and it proves how much he’s dedicated to delivering the topic of the day in the
most impactful and relatable manner. I told Randy myself if I could invest my life earnings in anyone,

without question, it would be him because of how much he has proven to be dedicated to this dream no
matter the road block and will always give it 110%.



Books by Randy Mbouge
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The HAC Method is meant to be a blueprint for young adults and adolescents. HAC stands for  
Habits, Accountability, and Consistency. Within this book are proven systems to improve the 

lifestyles of those that embody the lessons taught within this book. Mbouge allows the reader to 
dive in, as the material is straight to the point as he demonstrates these principles. As you begin to 

hold yourself to a new standard you will rapidly become unrecognizable
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Press & Media

The HAC Method Zoom interview.

Click Here To Watch

Click Here
to see on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/11thECAB/videos/take-two-minutes-to-check-out-this-task-force-eagle-service-member-spotlight-of-/1177141126385964/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u7MSX8Mp0Jl1lgbGW3yS6j-aCCX7qkJP/view
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